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o v e r v i e w
New Ownership:
Taylor Guitars and Madinter Trade

“With Taylor as a well-known instrument maker, and
Madinter as a supplier of wood parts, the two companies
together will bring success to the Crelicam operation.”
— Vidal de Teresa, Madinter Trade

In 2010, the owner of Crelicam, a major ebony supplier in Cameroon, announced his retirement
and intent to sell the business. Taylor Guitars, a guitar manufacturer and Crelicam client, and
Madinter Trade, S.L., an international distributor of musical instrument woods and also a client,
decided to partner together to buy the company. The goal was not only to continue to provide
steady supplies of legal ebony, but to introduce quality improvements that would benefit clients
and workers. These improvements would provide the foundation for responsible social forestry
programs that developing countries like Cameroon desperately need.
Taylor brings an extensive working knowledge of wood processing, while Madinter brings
experience as a large distributor of Crelicam ebony. Both companies share a commitment
to sustaining strong relationships with all parties in the supply chain, from clients to the
communities that harvest and process ebony. Taylor and Madinter officially assumed ownership
of Crelicam in September of 2011.
The following pages offer a brief overview of the current issues surrounding ebony commerce in
Cameroon and present Taylor and Madinter’s vision of a fair trade business model.
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conditions
The Harsh Truth about Working
Conditions in Cameroon

“There was a day we spent at the factory where the lunch break came and the
workers shut everything down. Only we noticed that nobody got a lunch out
of their bag. Instead, they just lounged around outside. Curious, we asked
why nobody was eating. The answer: They don’t have money to buy food.
This won’t continue with the business under my or Vidal’s ownership.”

We are all aware of the impact of the U.S. Lacey Act and the need for compliance in the purchase
of legally harvested wood from developing countries. For this reason — especially as a prospective
owner of Crelicam — Taylor and Madinter conducted extensive research into the nature of wood
procurement in Cameroon. More than just an inspection of Crelicam’s operation, the due diligence
included thorough exploration of every aspect of ebony sourcing in Cameroon.
Taylor co-founder and President Bob Taylor and Madinter Managing Director Vidal de Teresa
spent time in Cameroon, met with NGOs in Washington DC, London and Cameroon, and with
each visit, a clearer picture was painted of the systemic problems of the ebony industry and
Cameroon in general. Among the key discovery points:
> Even the “simple” process of obtaining a legal log from a legal plot in Cameroon often leads to 		
protracted fighting among local communities over ownership rights and commercial benefits.
> The majority of people in Cameroon live in poverty, often at the breaking point, and the smallest
issue can send them into crisis. Among the country’s population of 19.5 million, only about
850,000 are employed*. People who do have jobs make very low wages, and because of widespread unemployment, workers typically have to spread those wages among numerous people in
their extended family. Employees of Crelicam are among the severely underpaid.
*U.S. Embassy, Cameroon

— Bob Taylor, Taylor Guitars
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ethics
Beyond Legality:
An Ethical Business Approach

“Who among us does not use business to make
their life better, and why would we deny that
pleasure to anyone that we associate with?”
— Bob Taylor, Taylor Guitars

The Lacey Act in the U.S., and the forthcoming EU timber laws, most notably from FLEGT
(Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade), address legality only. So, in essence, users of
ebony, or any other species, could choose to be legal and not worry about the ethics, traditions or
the current state of society in the countries from which these woods originate.
Learning about the realities of the ebony market in Cameroon and the working conditions
at Crelicam compelled Bob and Vidal, as soon-to-be owners, to assume greater ethical
responsibility for the well-being of those who support the products of our industry. This includes
the workers in the factory; the citizens of the communities where the ebony grows; the truck
drivers who transport wood; and future generations, through sustainable management of forest
resources to ensure long-term stability.
Taylor and Madinter believe that the best way out of poverty is business. “People need
meaningful jobs, where they have some say in their future,” notes Bob Taylor. “I don’t believe
that charity can fix these long-term problems, but I do believe that the people involved in getting
our ebony cannot currently help themselves. They desperately need a partner, as in us, who cares
about their plight and will help them use business to better their lives.”
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FAIR TRADE
Fair Trade Ebony:
Socially Responsible Business

“Corporate social responsibility is an important
issue for us. It’s not what you do with your
profits but how you make them.”
— Vidal de Teresa, Madinter Trade

Taylor and Madinter are developing a detailed plan for producing fair trade ebony. “We count
our new employees as part of our greater production family, and they deserve to live lives that
reflect the success of our industry,” says Bob Taylor. Some of the points that support the policy of
fair trade ebony include:
> Paying factory employees a reasonable wage
> Processing the wood to a more refined state, rather than simply supplying the raw
material. This will increase employees’ skills and overall value
> Working with NGOs to organize the replanting of ebony trees in a way that allows it to
survive social changes over the course of 75 years as it matures to a commercial value.
Also, teaching local communities how to do this for themselves
> Paying taxes in Cameroon and maintaining good relationships with the government
> Working closely with NGOs and learning new ways to be of assistance
> Bringing better machinery and manufacturing techniques into the country to teach
Cameroonian employees how to work efficiently, and how to earn profit for themselves
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qualit y
A Better Ebony Product for Clients

“We want to add more value to the ebony in Cameroon. This will
generate more jobs and more wealth at ebony’s point of origin
and provide a better product to the music industry.”

With proper training, Cameroonians will be able to transform their ebony into a better semifinished part. As a guitar manufacturer, Taylor Guitars has had success training remote villages
in Honduras to process mahogany used for necks. The same can be done in Cameroon. “We can
deliver a much better ebony product to guitar factories,” says Bob Taylor.
This basic ebony processing operation will employ more people there, allowing them to create
more value from their ebony resource. Benefits to clients include:
> Completion of the difficult drying and seasoning process
> The ability to receive milled ebony with smooth, straight sides
> Less shipping weight and volume

— Vidal de Teresa, Madinter Trade
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s u p p o rt
Enlisting the Support of Our Client Partners

“We believe it is our duty to involve all key stakeholders and to try to
stop the illegal trade of woods for musical instruments.”

Supporting fair trade ebony brings benefits to everyone. Better working conditions in Cameroon
will lead to a better product, which in turn will enable communities to increase their standard
of living, stabilize their lives, and become responsible stewards of their own natural resources.
As a result, supplies of woods for musical instruments will become more sustainable for future
generations.
Your participation as a customer will not only help safeguard the legal commerce of ebony,
but also help build a model of responsible social forestry that can be applied within other
communities around the world.

— Vidal de Teresa, Madinter Trade
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